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WHY  
FINITE ELEMENT PRE-DEFORMATION SIMULATION

Thanks to Finite Element Analysis in AM-Studio 
you manufacture your parts „First Time Right“ 

With the FEM manufacturing simulation in AM-Studio, 

you can identify and prevent deviations from the target 

state even before costs are incurred. You digitally test 

the pre-deformations and support structures of your 

part completely without material consumption. 

Why is it worth simulating your parts in AM-Studio 
before printing? 

Simulation using the Finite Element Method realistically 

predicts the entire 3D printing process. As a result, you 

experience your part as you would hold it in your hands 

after 3D printing it – only in digital on your computer 

screen.

Because you cannot think of everything 

Additive manufacturing in the SLM process is influenced 

by countless factors. Simulation takes each of them into 

account and determines all deformations they cause. 

So, you can concentrate entirely on counteracting this. 

Because you work best when you are focused 

 

Simulation in AM-Studio makes data preparation as 

easy as possible for you. You work trouble-free in an 

easy-to-understand environment and without annoying 

software changes. As a result, you keep the focus on 

the essentials.

Because you already meet all requirements for 
FEM simulation

Developed and tested by Simufact Additive, integrated 

in your data preparation by CADS Additive: FEM warpage 

simulation is included in AM-Studio by default. All you 

need is your 3D printer and a typical engineering work-

station. 

Because your resources are precious 

In metal 3D printing, a misprint costs you time, energy, 

material, money and, in the worst case, your teams and 

your motivation. With a Finite Element Simulation you 

save your resources with only a few clicks. 


